Introduction. We assume throughout that the function ƒ (x)
is integrable in the sense of Lebesgue and satisfies the periodicity condition ƒ (x+2IT) ~f (x) In a paper published in 193If, Bosanquet and Linfoot introduced a regular method of summation which is weaker than that of the Cesàro means of any order a >0 and is defined as follows. The series ^2a v is said to be summable (a, /3) to 5, where either a>0, or a = 0, 0^0, if (x) , by definition the rth derived conjugate function, is a generalization of the conjugate function 1 f t(t) (12) s(*) s g^(x) = lim --<».
The yfeth derivative of \ a ,&(n y t) with respect to t will be denoted by \i*jg(w, 2). It can be expressed in terms of Qk t a,&(nt) or Qk,a,p(nt) according as k is even or odd. Finally, we shall define 
= 0, (?>»).
* Lemma 1 was proved in an earlier paper, cited above (Lemma 2.1). The proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 are analogous to those of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of that paper. (14) and (15), the lemma follows.
4. Summability Theorems. Our main result will now be demonstrated. (5) and (11).) PROOF. Assume that at the point x the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. Let K h K 2 , Kz denote positive numerical constants. Choose e arbitrarily small, then A so that
.
Next choose n so that nA >e, divide the interval (0, oo) into (0, e/n), (e/n, A), and (A, oo), and denote by 7i, J%, and Jz the respective portions of 7 of (13). Expressing X r+x> p(n, t) in terms of the bounded quantity if r is even [odd] , and then using condition (ii), we have We have also
at every point for which 0 r (s) =ö(s). Hence the theorem is proved. 5. Case r = 0. We note that if r = 0, it can be stated that the conjugate Fourier series is summable (0, ]3>1) almost everywhere to g(x) of (12).
This follows since for j8>l,Xi fj 8(w, /), for fixed n, is of bounded variation over (0, oo) and tends to zero as t-»°°, and since for a = l, /3>0, r = 0, Lemma 3 is satisfied. Hence, employing as before Young's theorem, we find that Lemma 4 is valid for r = 0. Moreover, in this case the calculations of Theorem 1 hold and its conditions are satisfied almost everywhere.* BROWN UNIVERSITY * That g(x) exists almost everywhere was proved by A. Plessner, Zur Theorie der konjugierten trigonometrischen Reihen, Mitteilungen des Mathematischen Seminars der Universitât Giessen, Heft 10 (1923).
